Supervisors Hold Special Cannabis Meeting

Moratorium on
Deer Hunting?

LOCAL HAYFORK GROUP THREATENS CANNABIS FARMERS

A Storm Is Brewing

A

record number of over 300 people showed up for a standing
room only BOS meeting called by
the Board of Supervisors Tuesday
evening for discussion of cannabis
issues. The meeting had to be hastily moved from the usual BOS meeting room in the Weaverville Library
when lines formed around the block
a half hour before the meeting was to
occur. It was postponed for an hour
to 7:30 pm while the Civil Defense
Hall could be arranged to hold the
crowd while Sheriff Haney and deputies instructed people where to go.
Although the meeting was requested

by a group from Hayfork that have
been complaining about cannabis
grows and have been threatening
to “take care of the problem themselves” if the county does not, the
majority of individuals at the meeting were in support of medicinal
cannabis cultivation. The anti-cannabis group was led by Hayfork Supervisor John Fenley and Hayfork
resident Duane Sceper, a notorious
San Diego attorney that made a living suing small businesses for not
being ADA (American Disabilities
Act) compliant. Sceper targeted
small businesses throughout the

Obama Administration
is Pushing to “Ban Social
Security Beneficiaries
from Owning Guns

Gun Owners of America Press Release illions of seniors could lose their guns,
jeopardizing the ability of kids and grandchildren to inherit them. “I didn’t know the VA
could take away your guns,” the young Marine
said. The harsh truth is that the Veterans Administration can do that -- and they have been
for years -- to veterans who have committed
no crimes whatsoever. But it’s not just veterans
who are on the chopping block. Obama’s latest
gun grabbing scheme could be his cruelest and
most dangerous to Americans. The Los Angeles
Times reports that the Obama administration is
pushing to “ban Social Security beneficiaries
from owning guns” if they lack the mental capacity to “manage their own affairs” -- a move
that could affect millions of senior citizens.
Obama wants to strip gun rights from millions of
seniors and vulnerable Americans who pose no
threat to anyone, without due process of law.

M
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M. Wear photo credit

state and even in Corning so relentlessly that many businesses were terrified to receive his demand letters
to pay thousands of dollars in fines
each day for not being ADA compliant. Now it appears Sceper wants the
county to fine each property owner
$100 a day for each plant over the
maximum allowed for each parcel.
For example, if one has 10 plants too
many, that would be $1,000 a day fine
until the extra plants were “abated”
or removed from the property. Fenley and Sceper also want the 30 day
notice for violations to be changed
to 10 days. Sceper is also suggesting

Are Mountain Lions More
Important Than The Safety Of
People, Children And Pets?

By William E. Simpson
n the late 1980s it was determined by a relatively small group of financially and politically biased scientists and their lobbyists that
the population of Mountain Lions (aka: Cougar, Puma) in California was dangerously low.
So they launched a massive media campaign
to convince Californians that there was a genuine problem, giving rise to the 1990 California
State legislation that provided a ‘protected’ status for mountain lions. However, there was no
overwhelming body of scientific evidence supporting such a claim. And if there had been such
credible evidence supported by a collective of
continued on page 8
unbiased and objective wildlife biologists, forming a majority opinion, mountain lions would have surely
reached the benchmark for obtaining ‘endangered species’
status, and would be listed as such today. That was not the
case. Since the passage of California S.B. 132 in 1990 which
designated mountain lions as a ‘specially protected mammal’, deer populations have sequentially fallen-off to a point
where they are in very serious decline, possibly leading to
moratorium on deer hunting! The Department of Fish and
Wildlife estimates there are now 445,000 deer in California,
down from 2 million in the 1960s and 850,000 in the 1990s.
The reality is that mountain lions are extremely hard to observe and study in the wild, and there are very good reasons
to believe that the mountain lion populations are much larger
than what is being reported by California Dept. of Fish &
Wildlife. Lions are as elusive as ghosts and are equipped
with some senses that exceed those of any other apex preda-

I
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Why cannabis is the future of medicine
By Sayer Ji
Contributing Writer for Wake Up World

T

he future of medicine rests on the fundamental right
we all have to use things that spring from the Earth
naturally as healing agents. Why should cannabis, used
for at least 10000 years by humankind to alleviate suffering, be excluded from this inexorable mandate?
The politics of cannabis are exceedingly complex, and
yet the truth is simple: this freely growing plant heals
the human body – not to mention provides food, fuel,
clothing and shelter, if only we will let it perform its
birthright.
We recently investigated the strange fact that the human body is in many ways pre-designed, or as it were,
pre-loaded with a receptiveness to cannabis’ active
compounds — cannabinoids — thanks to its well documented endocannabinoid system. And yet, the medical-industrial complex in the U.S. does not want you to
use these freely growing compounds – they threaten its
very business model and existence. This is why cannabis prohibition synergizes so naturally with the burgeoning privatized prison sector in the U.S., which now has

the dubious title of
having the highest
incarceration rate
in the world.
The statistics don’t
lie… “far surpassing any other
nation. For every
100,000 Americans, 743 citizens
sit behind bars.
Presently, the prison population in America consists of
more than six million people, a number exceeding the
amount of prisoners held in the gulags of the former
Soviet Union at any point in its history.” According
to a recent Al-Jeezera editorial, “One explanation for
the boom in the prison population is the mandatory
sentencing imposed for drug offences and the “tough
on crime” attitude that has prevailed since the 1980s”.
Cannabis/marijuana is presently on the DEA’s Schedule 1 list. Since 1972, cannabis has been listed on the
Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act, the most

continued on page 8
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Letters to the Editor
Not A Hero

John McCain does not meet my
definition of a hero. Donald Trump has
struck a nerve and all the PC establish
goons are beside themselves. Especially
the empirical war monger republican
party. McCain served honorably as a naval aviator. That however does not make
him a hero. He was shot down on his 23rd
combat sortie. That does not make him a
hero. He was captured and held PW for
five years. That does not make him a hero.
If mere service, or failure of your mission, makes one a hero then I guess that
makes Bo Bergdahl, Timothy McVeigh
and Lt. Calley heroes. Somehow I don’t
think most people would agree that any
of those clowns are heroes, but they all
served. Maybe the worst example of our
misapplication of the term hero is Jessica
Lynch. Remember her? She was part of an
army unit in Iraq that was so incompetent
that it became lost in the desert. While
lost it drove into enemy territory and was
ambushed. Once ambushed many of the
soldiers’ weapons would not function due
to inadequate weapons maintenance and
many were massacred. Lynch was taken
PW and later rescued by specops. Lynch
was awarded the silver star. She was heralded as a hero. For what? Because she
and her unit’s incompetence resulted in
the decimation of the unit? If this nonsense satisfies the hero moniker then I
have an entirely different definition of a
hero. Yes, John McCain served honorably, but a war hero? I think not! A hero
is the guy that jumps on a grenade to save
his comrades or one who braves withering
enemy fire to retrieve a wounded comrade
or one who skillfully kills large numbers
of enemy troops, Sgt Alvin York! These
are VOLUNTARY actions that rise above
and beyond the call of duty and puts oneself at great risk for others and does great
things. John McCain is not in this camp.
He got shot down and survived a Vietnamese PW camp. And since then he’s
become another sad sack career politician
that should have been put out to pasture
30 years ago.
“It behooves every man who values liberty of conscience for himself, to resist
invasions of it in the case of others.”
--- Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State
of Virginia, 1784
De Oppresso Liber
Mark Potts
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U.S. Marines- Sitting Ducks

I was living in the city of Haifa in Northern Israel the day that 241 U.S. Marines lost their lives outside
Beirut, Lebanon in October of 1983. Beirut is just 50
miles from Northern Israel and Haifa was playing host
to American soldiers at that time who were on ‘liberty’
from duties in Lebanon. The battleship New Jersey sat
floating in the Haifa harbor for months that year while
U.S service men (mostly Navy) packed the Haifa bars.
This presented me with a great opportunity to buy some
U.S. dollars from these sailors, as they were just spending their greenbacks on booze anyway. I was building
a house in the Valley of Meggido around this time and
was being paid with Israeli sheckels. The only real way
to save money back then in Israel was to convert Israeli
currency into U.S. dollars; (which was illegal for Israeli
citizens), but not so for me. So I frequented the bars
in Haifa quite often, sometimes everyday. And I got to
know many of these guys who later lost their lives on
that bleak day in October of that year. It was the greatest
single loss of American GI lives since Iwo Jima in World
War II.
When President Reagan first sent our Marines
to Beirut we in Israel were expecting some kind of disaster to occur because it was really quite obvious back
then that Reagan (and the Americans) had no idea what
they were dealing with in the Middle East. It was also
during this time that ‘suicide bombers’ were beginning
to target public transportation in Israel and I wasn’t all
too eager to be traveling around on Israeli buses.
It
all worked out OK for me though; but not so much for
the 241 Marines who would never make it back home
again. (They were all just sitting ducks!) It was common
knowledge in Israel back then that the two truck bombs
driven into the U.S. Marine Corps barracks did not meet
any resistance from anyone. The sentry was not armed
with a ‘loaded’ weapon. He was under orders “not” to
have his weapon loaded. The very same thing occurred
at the Israeli encampment outside Beirut just a couple of
weeks later; but the ‘armed’ Israeli sentry (had bullets in
his rifle) and stopped the suicide driver before he could
reach the encampment with his truck bomb. (Our Marines in Chattanooga were also sitting ducks!) So when
are Americans going to learn?
			
Steve Lindsay
			
Lewiston

Dear Freedom Loving Americans:

It is absolutely disgusting that the bodies of 9
Christians killed by an evil person were not even cold
yet when President Obama and his allies started pushing their socialistic gun control agenda. I own firearms
to protect myself, family, friends against criminals, especially ones in government. I am not going to end up
alive in a boxcar like a Jewish person in Nazi Germany.
Governments in the 20th Century are responsible for the
deaths of hundreds of millions of disarmed people.
Ever hear of the Battle of Athens, Tennessee 1946? It
is a good instructive lesson on what happens when evil
men use their authority to oppress Americans. Americans with firearms overthrew tyrants in that case. Look
on You Tube for the story. Now, imagine the same situation on a State or Federal scale and then decide if you
want to give up your firearms.
Freedom Is Not Free! Someone died in battle somewhere
at sometime for your Liberty in the last 240 years since
Lexington Green and Concord Bridge. Honor their sacrifice by getting involved politically in some manner no
matter how small. Don’t use the excuse, “Well, I just did
not have the time.” Your children and grandchildren are
not going to buy that excuse from you if they end up in
chains in the future. Some of the people I know getting
my message now are already working for Freedom and I
appreciate their efforts. They need your help.
Yours For God, Family, and Country,
			
Ron Glynn
			
Wolf Creek, Oregon
			
NRA Life Member
		
Federal Timber Harvest Reconciliation
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Federal Timber Harvest Reconciliation

The USFS and the mandate of “little to no hand of
man” has seen exponential increase in red ink and burnt acres.
A USFS general prescription of timber harvests of at the least:
40% crown removal and understory in mature stands would
float economically and politically. A self perpetuating system
of timber thinning, fuels reduction, jobs, raw materials, road
maintenance, and prosperity. The BLM can grow 1.2 billion
board feet a year of timber. The Associated Oregon Counties
would probably like every single dollar of that growth. Utilizing ~½ the BLM growth, a sustained harvest of 500 MBF
per year would a reasonable expectation from the O and C.
Err towards temporary roads. The sustained harvest is also
the law for the O & C lands, which the federal govt has a bad
habit of ignoring. Both the USFS and BLM will go back to
studies and court, taking your children’s money for the service. The National Environmental Protection Agency writes
few checks. NEPA just deficit spends and further tanks the
country, adding weight to the US currency failure and banking
collapse.
It is time to take the state lands back from federal land trust
management and create a future: productive green and growing forests that provide money and raw materials to society.
			
Mark James Johnson
			
Grants Pass, OR

The One Word

I have the word to use to describe all those who think
they rule us, or can mess in our lives in any way. The word
is as politically correct as possible. Everyone has one, it is
all inclusive, it is used and abused by both sexes, genders,
gender changers, everyone. It knows no religious boundaries, Atheists, pagans, any people you can think of, it is there.
The reporter on CNN fumbled around this afternoon cautioning her guests about what to call the yada yada yada, [not
ready to unleash the word yet] who the killed 4 marines. See?
When someone decides they will tell you what to eat, or who
to worship, or not, or that being gay is not allowed, people
suffer. They think they can tell us how to dress, and how to
“deal” with women. Or that I cannot make art, draw, paint,
build a hot rod, anything. There are some in our US society
who think they can deny free speech, taking by force a Pro
Life sign down at a “collage”., or they can spit on priests.
There are those who think they can tell us words we cannot
say, like husband, wife, Redskins, and many others. There are
those among us that think they have a say in whether or not
I can drive the car of my choice, or burn wood for heat. Or
those who want to raise our taxes per mile, while he drives
back and forth from Redding to Weaverville everyday, and
on the taxpayer dollar. Or enhance their retirements by using
the rank and files wages to do so. Then there are the designers and builders of land mines. Lots of names come to mind
for them. Right now, in Persia, a child is laying on the ground
writhing in pain because his leg or arm or both legs are blown
off. And in most cases, no morphine. And they know, in
Janesville Wisconsin, where they are made, they know this.
Fred and Ethel, driving into the parking lot for work, know
that children are hurt so horribly. For $20 bucks an hour.
The word is ASSHOLE. Round, brown, and lots of lines.
That’s what they need to say, on TV, on the radio, everywhere
assholes are. Goes something like this: Breaking news; this
morning some asshole shot and killed 4 marines at a recruiting place. The asshole was heavily armed and had a plan. The
asshole was of middle eastern decent. Great isn’t it? So all
inclusive, and cannot be challenged. Everyone but assholes
would agree.
				
Arnold Ziffle
				
Zenia

Preying On The Poor

Mr. Rick Tippett is once again showing his
insensitivity towards those who are lower income
people. He wants to raise money by hurting the poor,
while he drives a county vehicle for which he pays
nothing, and commutes to Redding everyday for free.
I wonder how supervisor Fisher reconciles this? He
doesn’t like old vehicles because he thinks they pollute, but will not say a word about how far Tippett
drives. Nor does he mention the fuel grows, which
pollute so much more than an old pick up, and they
run 24 hours a day. Hmm. Tippett wants to raise taxes on gas and diesel, and make people who drive zero
emission vehicles pay even more. This is how your
progressive socialists think. Take from the struggling
poor to enhance their own life. Here is a tip Tippett: go
to jammer.com. There you will find Google blockers
for yards, with up to a 300 foot diameter of protection
from the Google satellites, so your property looks like
nothing is there. They also have devices for your car,
plug in the jammer to your power outlet or cigarette
lighter, and no GPS, which means they cannot track
your car, so they don’t know how much you have driven. We have these devices, how you going to tax us
now? If I were the director, here is what I would do.
I would recommend against SB 16. Instead, I would
tax every truck hauling soil commercially, for marijuana cultivation, be it pick up, or 18 wheeler 25% of
each load, which is what the loggers had to do, 12.5%
going to schools, 12.5% going to the road department.
I would tax every water truck and fuel truck 25% also.
During the logging, we had 7 crew members in Ruth,
and 7 in Zenia. Now we just have 1 in Zenia, and a
few in Ruth, because Red Emerson and Charles Hurowitz paid Earth First and the Center for Biological
Diversity big money to file lawsuits to stop logging on
USFS land. Once the USFS land could not be logged,
the price of timber doubled. This provides envirolitigants and wealthy loggers billions of dollars a year.
Tippett, why do you hate the poor, and treat them so
bad? If I were in charge, I would also be working to
restructure the property tax rates for non growers, [25
plants or less] and commercial growers, the commercial growers picking up the bulk of the tax burden.
Growers do not pay their fair share of property taxes,
they pay almost no federal income taxes, and live the
good life. They are the ones to go after for revenue,
not the poor working people who do not have access
to multimillion dollar grows. Not the people you and
Wendy Tyler keep poor with your horrible attitudes
towards them, and by taking from their paychecks to
enhance your own retirements. All you people who
work for these two idiots, slow down, do not cave, sue
them personally for workplace inequality, like, what’s
good for the boss is good for the rank and file. Why
don’t you concentrate your code enforcement people
to going out and seeing the amount of plants on these
commercial grows, and tax them accordingly? Are
you enforcers afraid? If not, why do they just go after
the poor and defenseless? And then, there is Wendy,
who is giving $105,000 to a corporation to make a few
phone calls to find out how much other counties pay
their employees for the same work. Stupid. Why don’t
you give the 100k to the rank and file.? They need it
more than some wealthy corporate company. Is this
not what we pay you to do? You cannot make those
calls? You cannot make a chart? Why do we pay you
so much if you cannot do such simple things? Wendy,
it is obvious there is money for the rank and file, our
local people would benefit a lot more if you restructured salaries, by lowering the department head’s, and
gave the rank and file the 10% across the board raises,
and pick up their increase in pension, that is what is
needed, and fair.
Remember, a vote for Hillary Clinton’s crime family
is a vote for slavery.
		
Arnold Ziffle
		
Zenia

Blackjack Lessons

Just before World War I, there were a number
of terrorist attacks on the U.S. forces in the Philippines by Muslim extremists. General Black Jack
Pershing captured 50 terrorists and had them tied to
posts for execution. He then had his men bring in
two pigs and slaughter them in front of the horrified
terrorists. Muslims consider pigs to be unclean and
that eating or even touching one will instantly bar

one from paradise and the 72 virgins that await the
faithful. The soldiers soaked their bullets in the pig
blood and proceeded to execute 49 of the prisoners.
The terrorist’s bodies were dumped in a pit and covered with the pig’s blood and entrails. They let the
50th prisoner go. For the next 42 years there was
not a single Muslim extremist attack anywhere in
the world. Let’s take a lesson from good ol’ Black
Jack Pershing. Pig bombs! Place small explosive charges inside hundreds of thousands of pigs,
shrink-wrap and freeze them for long term storage.
When it’s time for an air strike, let the frozen pigs
thaw out and sit in the sun for a few days so they get
nice and ripe. Rev up all the old B-52’s and carpet
bomb Isis, Iran, Hamas, Boko Haram, and anyone
else that’s thinking of attacking America. Not only
will it get the attention of the Muslim extremists, it
would also support the U.S. pork producers. It’s a
win-win. I’m sure General Pershing would approve.
			
Name withheld

Dear Congressman DeFazio:

I have lost count of how many previous times
over the years I have written about the subject of our
out of control illegal immigration problem. I have
previously told you that we have thousands and thousands of illegal alien criminal roaming the streets of
America. These people are victimizing Americans
each and every day. The last time I wrote was when
two police officers were killed by a twice deported
illegal alien criminal.
Here is the latest. On the evening of July 1st, 32 year
old Kathryn Steinle was out for an evening troll with
her father at a Pier 19 which is a popular gathering
place in San Francisco. Then 45 year Francisco Sanchez walked up and shot her to death for no apparent reason. He was apprehended a short time later
because witnesses took his photograph immediately
after the shooting.
Here is the rest of the story. Sanchez has 7 Felony
convictions and has been previously deported 5 times!
Back in March, ICE had turned over Sanchez to the
San Francisco police authorities for a drug warrant
with a detainer to return him to ICE for deportation
once they were done with him. The San Francisco
City-County government has declared itself a Sanctuary City with no obligation to obey Federal Immigration Laws. San Francisco did not honor the detainer
from ICE and released Sanchez so he could commit
more crimes. How would you feel if this was your
daughter was killed by this piece of scum?
Two things need to be done with changes in Federal
Law. One is how we handle deported convicted criminal aliens. If they return after being deported, they
should get a 5 year minimum term in Federal Prison.
2nd return earns a 10 year minimum term. 3rd return
results in a life sentence in Federal Prison.
Secondly, San Francisco and other cities are free to
declare themselves Sanctuary Cities. We, the taxpayers of America, should be able to have Federal Legislation called “NO WHERE TO HIDE”. With the
legislation, Sanctuary Cities will be denied any kind
of Federal Funding until those cities comply and cooperate 100% in the enforcement of Federal Immigration Laws.
			
Ronald B. Glynn
			
Wolf Creek, Oregon
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Evil Humans?

Re: One Woman’s Point of View: Humans and the
Natural Order
If your motivation for writing that column
was to spark discussion, it certainly worked for me. I
have to admit, however, that I find your column disturbing, in that you seem to harbor some distain for
what you are. Humans are a part of what you refer
to as the ‘Natural Order’, not somehow magically
separate from it. From your comments about animals, it is obvious that you do not know very much
about them. Your assertations that gorillas do not
attempt to subdue other gorillas is quite false. One
dominant male gorilla is in charge of the troupe. He
acquires this position by beating up the other male
gorillas – he subdues them to his will. He alone mates
with the females. Sex and power are driving forces,
whether they are in their raw form or represented by
money. The female gorillas also have their own hierarchy. The animals at the top are constantly reinforcing their favored positions. All animal societies have
a hierarchy, often referred to as a ‘pecking order’.
The place an animal occupies in the pecking order
determines which ones get to mate, eat or drink first,
or enjoy a protected place in the herd or flock when
the predators arrive for dinner. Even some species of
birds which are monogamous and mate for life, such
as geese or starlings, have a pecking order. The top
female mates with the top male, and they match up all
along the line. A scientist named Konrad Lorenz did
a lot of research on bird communities, if you would
like to educate yourself. The thing that separates humans from animals is that we can exercise choice.
A beaver always builds a beaver house; you never
find a wild beaver living in a nest, for example. Your
ants always live in a maze underground, always eat
the fungus they grow and drink the honeydew from
the aphids they herd, they always fight their wars
in the same way. They never make peace with their
enemies. Humans can build log cabins, tipis, yurts,
tree houses, stick houses, sod houses, anything they
wish depending upon desire and available materials.
The Bible describes this awareness of choice as ‘The
Knowledge of Good and Evil.’ If a dog gets into my
property and chases a sheep, it is following an instinctive drive to chase prey. The dog does not understand
private property rights. The one at fault is the owner,
who does understand property rights but chooses to
behave irresponsibly by allowing the dog unsupervised freedom. People can make choices as simple as
what to eat for dinner or as malevolent as whom they
are going to behead next week. By the way, it is not
God’s fault that a human makes a choice to become a
murderer. God gave man freedom to choose, the human makes the choice freely and the blame is all his.
Religion is not the source of arrogance, sin is. Man
was instructed to care for the earth, to practice good
stewardship of it. There are places where the resident
humans do practice good stewardship. Such places
are far more beautiful and productive (they support
more animals) than areas where humans are not allowed to go. One such farm in Virginia, Polyface
Farms, has grown 14 inches of topsoil in 50 years.
Mother Nature, left alone by humans, might grow 4
inches in that same time period. Other farms in the
valley require 3-4 acres to grow enough grass to feed
one cow for one year. Polyface Farms grows the same
amount of grass on less than one acre. This grass is
so thick and tall that it is actually difficult to mow for
hay! This is one example of the positive results of
human stewardship. Thousands of other farms across
the nation are copying these methods of stewardship
for the land. In the same issue of the Gazette as your
column is a letter from Ronald P. Glynn, who is also
making the point that proper stewardship is superior
to benign neglect.
			
Gail Gooding
			
Hayfork

historical
299 wall &
fountain
saved!
Retaining wall still awaits salvation

By Diana Sheen
have been photographing the 299W realignment project
from the beginning. I was drawn to the historic fountain
and the historic piece of retaining rock wall. At the Board
of Supervisors (BoS) meeting of May 5, 2015 we received
a report from Clint Burkenpas, Caltrans District 2 Project
Manager concerning matters on the state highway system
in Trinity and surrounding counties. When I went to the
podium I inquired about the historic fountain and the historic piece of retaining wall along the 299W realignment
path. Clint Burkenpas said he would take my questions and
requests to the planners. At that meeting I told him that I
understood from history, the fountain and the retaining wall
was built by the original California Conservation Corps under U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt in approximately
1935. I left the podium thinking that there was a possibility that both the fountain and the visible piece of retaining
wall could be kept from being lost to the current realignment work. Fast forward, I spoke to a local historian who
helped me understand that the men at the Preston Honor
Camp in the 1920’s built the structures. That information
was EVEN MORE HISTORIC !! While traveling to Redding on June 25, 2015, I was shocked to see the fountain
being placed on a trailer for removal. I felt lucky to be
passing by to capture that for my file. Within a few days,
while passing the Douglas City rest stop, I saw the fountain on the trailer. Currently, it has been installed and with
plumbing for use there at the D.C. rest stop!! For the near
future, I had promised the CalTrans engineer that “I would
be patient” at the July 7th BoS meeting. My hopes return
to the talented capabilities of Caltrans engineers to bring
a shaved-off ,visible top portion of the arched HISTORIC
retaining wall to accompany the fountain in a location at
the Douglas City rest stop area also. Thank you again and
again Caltrans for understanding the value of preserving
the history of Highway 299W for Trinity County.

For Truth’s sake
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America Has Become a Knee-jerk
Society, an Idiocracy
By Dr. Fred

I

T

he state of America’s intelligence level is
astoundingly and frighteningly low. People too often today act from visceral emotion
rather than thoughtful judgment. Too many
people throughout America react to situations
with levels of gut-wrenching emotion more
often than any other way. I’m not saying that
emotion is wrong. Far from it. I’m simply saying that to use emotion to make decisions is the
antithesis of intelligence. It’s flat-out lunacy.
We see this happening now with the Confederate Battle flag issue. While perhaps a quality
argument can be made for not flying any such
flag at any statehouse or government building
(after all, the south did lose the Civil War and
was kept from seceding), the idea that this flag
represents slavery, bigotry, and racism is completely wrong. Stating this though does not
change how people feel about the flag.
Hanging ghosts during Halloween…just like
little KKK members, right? It reminds me of
the time my small town put up Halloween decorations. They included small ghosts hanging
by ropes throughout the town. Picture ghosts
(like the ones in the image) with ropes around
their necks hanging from rafters and signs in
town. Just ghosts, right? After all, it was Halloween, which is the time ghosts, goblins, and
skeletons come out to scare people, isn’t that
right?

Hwy 299 fountain once saved many a thirsty traveler

monarch butterflies & monsanto
“Researchers and citizen scientists estimate that only
about 56.5 million monarchs remain, representing a decline of more than 80% from the 21-year average across
North America.”
Claire Bernish
TheAntiMedia.org
he Xerces Society’s figures confirm mounting
evidence that has emerged
over the last several years. It
names several reasons for the
severe decline in butterflies.
One of the primary causes is
the widespread use of herbicides that contain glyphosate, the active ingredient in
Monsanto’s Roundup and
other herbicides. Widespread
use has killed off milkweed, a plant monarch caterpillars
rely upon for sustenance. In fact, in February, the Natural
Resources Defense Council sued the EPA over its refusal to
address glyphosate’s contribution to the monarch epidemic,
arguing that “The longer EPA delays, the greater the risk
we could lose the monarch migration.” The EPA offered a
tepid response, saying it was “taking a number of measures

T
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In other words, the context was Halloween.
Nonetheless, several blacks in the area were
highly offended and indignant and called the
city to complain. Why? Because the ghosts to
them seemed more like members of the KKK.
Clearly, these black people ignored the context completely. They also failed to see that
what they called “racist” actually would have
depicted KKK members swinging from ropes.
Of course, they weren’t KKK members. They
were ghosts and they were only 2 feet high. It
didn’t matter though to these blacks because
they “felt” that the ghosts reminded them of
KKK members so that’s what they were, in
spite of the truth. This is exactly how decisions
are made via emotions. Certain blacks saw the
small ghosts during the Halloween season and
instead of considering that they were probably
just representatives of ghosts (as was meant by
the city), their emotion led them down a path

that intelligence forbid the average person.
Some times, ignorance and some times, an avowed stupidity forces people arrive to conclusions that have no
basis in reality. This is today’s America.
“At work today, a group of teenagers were complaining about how
disgusting it is that we carry
Confederate flag guitars.”

Another example is this one
featuring a guitar in a music
store. You’ve probably seen
a guitar that looks like that in
your lifetime. In fact, there
have been many rock singers/
artists who have used guitars
with the same flag painted on
it. But here is where the level
of stupidity comes into play.
The above photo notes that a
few teenagers came into the
store and complained about
the “Confederate” flag emblazoned on the guitar body.
Billy Idol performs while playing a
guitar with Confederate flag

Well, what’s the problem?
Those kids are just being alert
to potential race relations,
right? Wrong. The flag – if
you haven’t already figured it out – is not the Confederate Battle flag at all, but the flag of Great Britain. I
would have loved to have been in that music store if the
manager had taken the time to straighten the teens out.
I bet their response would have been either, “Oh, cool”
or “Well, you guys still shouldn’t sell that guitar because
it reminds people of the Confederate Battle flag!” Some
people are that stupid.
America has just about arrived where the elite would
have us be. We are now a knee-jerk society, given to the
whims of our emotion. We react instead of act. We use
our emotions as diving boards into the decision-making
pool and because of it, we are a society that has lost its
way because we are no longer moored to anything logical or actually truthful. We are moored to ever-changing emotional biases. This is why I believe society has
become so “say what’s on your gut!” We argue, we have
no problem telling people like it is (what we think), and
flipping people off/showing our distaste and disgust
is the normal way that most people are in society. It is
difficult to ignore that type of thing in society because
everyone’s doing it. Everyone wants to be heard. Everyone is demanding to enjoy their diminishing rights.
Everyone is determined to remove the rights of those
with whom they disagree. Everyone has something to
say and everyone has a caustic way of saying it. Not too
many decades ago, when people debated on what was
called “the news,” it was done in a very mature, educational way. Even if you didn’t agree with someone, the
level of maturity on display in society then allowed for
a variety of opinions and people didn’t normally go for
the jugular. Moreover, people also didn’t shout at each
other and/or talk over the other person ensuring that the
opposing opinion would not be heard. This no longer
applies in society at all. The name of the game today is
sarcasm, belittling, cutting your opponent up verbally,
chewing them up, then spitting them out. It’s all about
winning and if you can’t win, then shut the other person
up by any means necessary. Sarcasm is fine as a tool
that is used on occasion to make a point. But when it
becomes the normative way that people in society enter
into what passes today for discussion, then something is
seriously wrong with that society. Too often, we’re not
even hearing true sarcasm, but simply asinine comments
used to degrade. The art of sarcasm is actually being lost
because of the lack of ability by many to comprehend it.
Truthfully, as I noted in a previous article about lunacy,
American society is entering a new Dark Ages, where
truth is disdained and silenced. It is replaced with decision-making that stems from the emotions. We are in terrible danger of losing our collective ability to think.
Frankly, I cannot imagine what life will be like it five,
ten, or twenty years from now. Can you?
www.fortruthssake.com

Compost
Corner

By Gail Gooding
Other materials can be added to your
compost heap that will feed your
soil, which feeds your plants, which
feeds you. If you wish, you can send
soil samples to a lab for analysis,
but I have read accounts of samples
taken from the same land at different
times of the year produced different
results. If you regularly dig compost into your soil, it will gradually
become more fertile and less in need
of supplements.
The kinds of weeds growing on your
land can tell you about the state of
the soil, along with some of the problems you may see with your vegetables. For example, many people see
blossom end rot on their tomatoes.
This indicates and lack of calcium in
the soil. Calcium can be increased by
using slaked lime, gypsum or bone
meal. If you want to make your own
bone meal, put bones in a pressure
cooker with water and process for an
hour. The high heat and pressure inside the cooker will soften the bones.
Let them cool, then crush or grind
them. Spread on your compost heap
or dig into your tomato bed.
You probably noticed that in the
instructions for building a compost
heap, I said to sprinkle wood ash
when building the pile. Hardwood
ashes are best, but softwood ash
will work. The compost heap will
become acidic while decomposing,
especially if you used oak leaves or
pine needles for your brown material.
The bacteria that break down your
compost also acidify it. Wood ash is
a base and will counteract the acidification process.
If you grow potatoes and the centers
are soft or brown, this indicates a
lack of Boron in your soil. Ordinary
Borax may be applied to correct this.
You needn’t add much, and like other
supplements, the results are more
favorable when the supplements are
added to the compost heap.
Dandelions and plantain are two
weeds which send taproots deep into
the subsoil to mine minerals. If you
dig them out and compost them, they
will enrich your compost heap with
these subsoil minerals. Typically you
get the most nutrition from the plant
at the time when it is flowering.
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HAARP? Thousands of
Birds Leave ‘Dead Zone’
After Abandoning
Florida Gulf Coast RT.COM

that he could be the contracted hearing
officer for “cheap” rather than the David Prentice group. It looks like Sceper
may be setting up a racket to give himself control over growers and get paid!
150-acre portion of the Florida Gulf
Sceper was named by the Sacramento
Coast is being described as a “dead
Bee as one of the top ten attorneys that zone” by scientists after thousands of birds
sued small businesses across the state, mysteriously abandoned their typical nestbut the State Legislature put a stop to ing grounds on the federally protected landthat sleazy legal money faucet with scape.
Senate Bill 1186 in September 2012. The most surprising is that there isn’t just
San Francisco Chronicle journalist one species of bird that has disappeared
Andy Ross wrote: State fights disabled – it is virtually all of them, including blue
access ‘shakedowns’. Sitting on Gov. herons, roseate spoonbills, snowy egrets,
Jerry Brown’s desk is a bill aimed at pelicans and more, according to a report by
Duane Sceper at CD Hall
providing at least some protection for the Associated Press. And while some bird
small-business owners from predatory lawsuits filed under the federal Ameri- families have taken up residence on another
cans With Disabilities Act. The bipartisan bill, a response to what Sen. Dianne island close by, the vast majority is nowhere
Feinstein, D-Calif., called “shakedown” tactics that “threaten the viability of to be found.
small businesses in our state,” is unexpectedly meaty, even if it doesn’t cover “It’s a dead zone now,” said biologist Vic
all the bases. It is a ban on “pre-litigation demands” - i.e. letters of the “send Doig of the US Fish and Wildlife Service
me $10,000, or else we’ll sue you for violating the ADA” type favored by drive- to the news outlet. “This is where the largby plaintiffs and lawyers in it for a quick buck. It was signed into law in 2012. est bird colony on the Gulf Coast of Florida
A month before in August, 2012, Sceper’s attorney committed suicide: Accord- used to be.” Scientists are baffled about the
ing to the Corning Observer, Attorney James C. Mason, who sent letters to development, particularly because the area
six Corning businesses demanding money and compliance to the Americans in question – part of the Cedar Keys Nawith Disabilities Act, has died. According to the San Diego County Medical tional Wildlife Refuge called the Seahorse
Examiners Office, Mason, 54, shot himself on July 27. The letters sent to local Keys – isn’t even accessible to people withbusinesses were dated July 19. Mason was representing Duane Sceper in the out a boat. Biologist Peter Frederick of the
ADA claims against Corning Auto Center, REMAX American Dream Realty, University of Florida told AP that birds do
Moller Realty, Video Tyme, owner of the Dollar Tree business complex, local abandon their nests, but that doesn’t mean
Farmer’s Insurance business owner Jack Safford and his landlord Jack Oliveira. every species on the island should do so at
Duane Sceper, also an attorney, is disabled, according to the Mason’s letters. In the same time. So with that in mind, scien1987, Sceper sued United Airlines claiming that his sex life was ruined when tists performed a number of tests to see if
scalding coffee spilled on his lap during a flight five between Des Moines, they could pinpoint the cause of the mystery
Iowa, and Lincoln, Neb. The Times reported: Presiding Justice Daniel J. Kre- migration. Yet tests showed no diseases or
mer dissented from the majority opinion. Kremer said there was no evidence contamination, no influx of predators, such
the spilled coffee was at an undrinkable temperature. Without such evidence, as raccoons, infiltrating the habitat, and no
he said, the majority would be requiring airlines to serve tepid coffee to mini- other convincing reasons for the birds to
mize an already low risk of injury to passengers. The same logic, he said, would flee. Still, researchers remain wary of the
require “that airlines must serve only finger food to minimize the predictable event, since the disappearance of the birds
risk that some passenger will injure himself through misuse of a tined fork or could cause a chain reaction of events, since
sharp knife.” The decision was not certified for pub- some animals need the birds to survive.
lication in official court reports and thus will not be “Any rookery that’s persisted for decades
readily usable as a precedent. Attorneys for United as one of the largest colonies is incredibly
had argued that Sceper was responsible for what- important,” said Janell Brush, an avian reever injuries he suffered, contending his knee had searcher with the Florida Fish and Wildlife
knocked the coffee off his tray table and into his lap. Conservation Commission, to the AP. “It’s
Sceper’s lawyers argued that a bump from a pass- quite a large colony. There had to be some
ing flight attendant had caused the spill. The scald- intense event that would drive all these birds
ing coffee caused second-degree burns and forced away.”
Sceper and his wife into ongoing therapy for sexual
problems, according to the San Diego man’s attorney, T. Michael Reed. Meanwhile, the anti-cannabis group is dissatisfied that the Board of Supervisors did not not take action on their proposal
Dick Murray kept a low
so they now are planning to “fight marijuana with marijuana” by obtaining male hemp plants and
profile at the BOS meeting
planting them to ruin cannabis harvests. Hayfork resident Dick Murray provided information on
at CD Hall
sabotaging the cannabis crops: “Once the bees and wind get busy with pollination the pot growers
near you will find it MUCH less profitable when they discover that their pot loaded with seeds and lacking in THC.” What
this writer suggests is that perhaps this anti-group needs to come to the table with California Cannabis Voice and local farmers to help find a peaceful resolution to their complaints. Medical cannabis is not going away. Too many people need it, and
Trinity farmers are filling that need and are a real contributor to the local economy. You know the old adage, if you can’t beat
‘em, join ‘em! You never know, Duane Sceper may just find some relief for what ails him!

A

Letters to the Editor
It’s Not Natural, Mr. Downing

CongressmanTom McClintock Speaks
at Federal Lands Oversight Hearing
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ployee, native Californian and was raised on ranger
station compounds. During his time as Chief he provided great leadership and valiantly confronted the
problem he aptly named the “process predicament.”
While some progress was made, I think the Chief
will agree that much more needs to be done.
Also appearing today is Dr. Robert Malmsheimer,
professor of Forest Policy and Law at the State
University of New York’s College of Environmental
Science and Forestry. Dr. Malmsheimer has published numerous articles on Forest Service litigation
and will give us an update on his latest research.
We also have Supervisor Randy Hanvelt of Tuolumne County, California. Supervisor Hanvelt’s
district, which includes a great deal of the Stanislaus
National Forest, was severely impacted by the Rim
Fire—the largest fire in California’s history. For all
of the members on this subcommittee that have not
seen the damage done by a catastrophic wildfire, I
urge you to pay close attention to Randy’s testimony.
The Rim Fire burned 402 square miles.

WASHINGTON, D.C., May 14, 2015 - Rep. Tom
McClintock (CA-04), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Federal Lands made the following opening
statement at today’s oversight hearing entitled
“Litigation and Increased Planning’s Impact on Our
Nation’s Overgrown, Fire-Prone National Forests.”
The Subcommittee on Federal Lands meets today to
examine Litigation and Increased Planning’s Impact
on Our Nation’s Overgrown, Fire-Prone National
Forests. Between 1989 and 2008, 1,125 lawsuits
were filed against the Forest Service. Many more
have been filed since then and much more case law
created. There is no doubt that litigation has had a
profound impact on the Forest Service and subsequently the management and mismanagement of
our national forests. Sadly, litigation has become a
cottage industry for some extremist groups whose
sole purpose is to litigate the Forest Service with
little regard to the impact and destruction they are
Eric Hofer once observed that every
causing. Responding to appeals, lawsuits or even
great cause becomes a movement,
the threat of frivolous lawsuits, Forest Service employees have reduced the size and scope of projects which becomes a business, which beand tried to ‘bullet-proof’ environmental documents
comes a racket. Environmental litigarequired to implement forest management projects.
tion has reached this last stage, and
The goal of the Forest Service then becomes not
good forest management, but to prevent litigation or Congress has a responsibility to the
endless legal delays. The result is thicker and thick- American people to set things straight.
er environmental documents, more agency time
and taxpayer dollars spent on smaller projects that Obama Administration is
accomplish less. During the 80’s, environmental
Pushing to “Ban Social
documents to approve average forest management
Security Beneficiaries
projects took roughly 3-6 months. Now they take
anywhere from 14 to 20 months to complete—that from Owning Guns
is if they are ever completed. Millions of taxpayer continued from page 1
dollars are spent on shuffling paper, over-analysis Even the liberal Times is concerned, warning it denies
guns to “numerous people who may just have a bad
and ensuring process is followed. We currently
memory or difficulty balancing a checkbook.”
estimate planning and environmental analysis are
“Someone can be incapable of managing their funds
roughly 60% of the costs of forest management
projects. The increased cost of paperwork does not but not be dangerous, violent or unsafe,” said Dr. Marc
Rosen, a Yale psychiatrist who has studied how vetertranslate into greater benefits to the environment.
In fact, it’s just the opposite. The greatest threat to ans with mental health problems manage their money.
many endangered species and their habitat is cata- “They are very different determinations.” Thank you
strophic wildfire. Yet rather than thinning the forest for your service, now hand over your guns! Steven
Overman is a 30-year-old former Marine living in Virto protect this habitat, we’re spending millions
upon millions on extraordinarily long, complicated, ginia. He served his country with distinction in Iraq,
where his Humvee hit a roadside bomb in 2007. The
voluminous documents that impede our ability to
blast resulted in post-traumatic stress disorder and a
properly manage the forests for the benefit of all
brain injury that weakened his memory and slowed his
species. A quarter century of extremist litigation
cognitive ability. He is 100 percent disabled. But he
has placed our forests in extreme distress. Forest
Service employees are demoralized and have little poses no threat to anyone. No court or doctor has ever
incentive to plan meaningful projects. Vibrant rural found him to have any violent tendencies or difficulty
managing a weapon. In fact, target shooting is his only
communities that once had an integrated forest
solace. “It’s relaxing to me,” he said. “It’s a break from
products industry providing high wage jobs have
faded away and instead find their finances hostage day-to-day life. It calms me down.” The VA named his
wife his fiduciary in 2012, given his difficulty in reto largess from the Federal Government. Our formembering payments and balancing a checkbook. And
ests are dying and burning up at an alarming rate.
that put him on Obama’s gun ban list. “I didn’t know
This is surely not the vision Teddy Roosevelt and
the VA could take away your guns,” Overman said. It’s
Gifford Pinchot had when they created the Forest
Service. California’s National Forests serve as one because federal law bans gun possession for anyone
of many examples of this problem. Its national for- who has been “adjudicated as a mental defective.” Of
ests average 266 trees per acre on a landscape that course, we’re not talking about real dangerous people.
historically sustained 20 to 100 trees per acre. This No, we’re talking about individuals who have simply
extreme overcrowding means that forests are dan- had a fiduciary appointed for them. Now, Obama wants
gerously stressed, falling prey to disease, pestilence to take a horrendous idea and apply it to senior citizens.
Obama is literally snatching guns from our most vuland catastrophic wildfire. Today, we are pleased
to have Dale Bosworth, who served as Chief of the nerable citizens, without due process of law. Congress
Forest Service from 2001-2007. Chief Bosworth is has a duty to stop this, so they need to hear from you
a second generation forester and Forest Service em- right away. Urge your Representative and Senators to
lead the charge against this new Obama gun ban. Urge
them to cut all funding for the ban in the Social Security appropriation bills in H.R. 3020 and S. 1695.
Hillary Clinton hires Monsanto lobbyist to Run her Campaign
(NaturalNews) Former first lady, U.S. senator and Obama Secretary of State Hillary Clinton has set upon a campaign manager for her recently announced second
attempt to win the White House -- a man who has also served as chief lobbyist for Monsanto, the “most evil corporation in the world.” Clinton picked long-time
Monsanto promoter Jerry Crawford to head up her “Ready for Hillary” Super PAC. As reported by TrueActivist.com, Crawford has worked mostly with Democratic politicians in the past, but he has also lent his support to Republicans as well -- anyone, really, “who was willing to support Monsanto’s goals would receive
support from Crawford,” the site continued. In particular, Crawford has worked with Hillary’s husband, former President Bill Clinton, former Vice President and
global warming alarmist Al Gore, former U.S. senator and current Secretary of State John Kerry and Bill Northey. Through the years, Crawford has taken a lead
in fighting against small-time, family-owned farming operations in court to protect Monsanto’s monopoly on seeds. Interestingly, Clinton is attempting to rebrand
herself as 1) a champion of women’s rights; and 2) a champion of ordinary Americans. To the latter point, in recent days she pledged to topple the 1 percent -- a
reference to the country’s super-rich, while obviously remaining a member of the same ruling class she purports to be fighting against (and for no good purpose,
other than to imply that anyone with wealth is not living the American dream but using it to repress the masses, when in reality, the repression is enforced largely
by the government she served). The myriad of questions surrounding Clinton’s cash donations is growing To that point, Clinton is already receiving massive donations from a number of corrupt aristocratic organizations in the U.S. and around the world, noted TrueActivist.com. For example, in June 2014 she was paid to
speak to the Biotechnology Industry Organization, expressing openly her support for GM crops:
To be continued....
My favorite subject is to expose the Truth or
the untruth in this case! My next favorite is geology.
It is NOT natural to see the sky laden with so many
straight white lines which expand, crisis cross, fluff
out and cover the sky with a haze that blocks the sun
most periods of every day; and even early mornings,
the sky is rarely its beautiful blue color.
You and the BOS are wrong about Chemtrails! It is not
a normal atmospheric condition! Action must be taken
and soon, because this is now affecting our trees, the
honey bees, Monarch butterflies, other butterflies and
birds, and especially our skin and respiratory health.
This has been going on for at least 30 years and they
have greatly increased their spraying and are ignoring our complaints. Of course the Chemtrails theory
is a conspiracy and fact, when the an “Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,” the Department of
Defense and Energy have to do with this and the Air
Force or now more than likely private pilots are flying jets 30 miles above in the stratosphere and Ozone
layer, (poking holes in it and causing more ultra violet
waves to hit the earth and melt the glaciers. HAARP
also does this when it goes into the Ionosphere),
above the Commercial Flights which have their own
area of flight around 7 miles high, (the top of the troposphere), spraying solutions of metal, which create
clouds coming from tanks in their jets while in the
stratosphere above where the Commercial jets fly,
and those clouds expand, creating a haze, we should
realize this is a conspiracy; especially when the solution of metals of coal ash, aluminum, barium, lithium,
strontium, sulphur, poly fibers and sometimes blood
particles that are nano-particles, 50 of these particles
fit on a red blood corpuscle. This has been going on
for about 30 years and the trees are beginning to show
the stress, as are the people with Morgellons disease
where the poly-fibers are under their skin causing reddened and painful areas. So in essence, you are saying
that the stratosphere where these Commercial jets are
flying must be full of moisture that is why we have all
those lines (“contrails”) in the sky? (Contrails disappear within several minutes or less). And that there
are two major air corridors over us and that makes
the gird-like patterns? These Chemtrail jets, 9 at one
time, are flying high above the Commercial planes
and besides these Chemtrails are all over the earth,
not just here in America. And you say “the preferred
element for stratospheric aerosol spraying is sulfur,”
to distract from aluminum, then why in the name of
Sam Hill are they spraying sulfur when they should
not be spraying at all! The Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change admits the weather is being manipulated. It is a scientific body under the auspices
of the United Nations. Need I say more?! They do
want to keep the Geoengineering of Chemtrails and
HAARP performing, because “the weather will really become unbearable if they stop them.” [http://
nsnbc.me/2012/11/12/ipcc-warns-not-to-stop-chemtrails-aka-solarradiationmanagement and http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_radiation_management
http://www.ipcc.ch/organization/organization.shtml ]
This right here is evidence as to what is happening
and what these “Crumbling Bums” are doing to us!
I do not believe heavy metals are natural elements of
the air. So in fact, it is being done what we are saying
is being done. Now, the BOS should take heed and
listen to-read about, this supposed conspiracy which
is going on in the skies, every day, right in front of
their eyes.			
Nita Still

Moratorium on
Deer Hunting?
continued from pg 1

tor. For instance, their night vision is extraordinary, which is why they usually seek their
prey during conditions of low light when they
have the tactical advantage over other animals
(and humans) who cannot see well in the dark.
Mountain lions are, pound for pound, one of
the strongest animals alive. They are recorded
as making lateral leaps as far as 45-feet, and
vertical leaps up to 15-feet. Mountain lions can
easily carry the equivalent of their body weight
for short distances, which means that a large
lion of 160 pounds can carry prey weighing
160 pounds or more to another location. Many
times, they will kill and feast on the spot, then
covering the remains until they return to feed
again, so as to prevent other predators from
robbing the lion of its kill.
Some people have the false impression that a
large and powerful dog presents a threat to a
mountain lion; which is the result of misinformation being spread by pro-mountain lion lobbyists, who like to show photos of how ‘cute’
and ‘cuddly’ they appear… that is as far from
the truth as the planet Pluto is from Earth! Here
is a link to a video, captured at night (when lions like to attack) of a lion who attacks and
kills an adult Doberman Pincher guard-dog,
that was inside a walled compound! [https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9JtZ9hOq6Q]
Now having seen the video, ask yourself this
simple question; if such a powerful guard-dog
is so easily overwhelmed, how do suppose
your child would fare? Or even an adult human? How about a pet that you love like a family member? The truth is that human children
and adults have been attacked, injured and eaten by mountain lions. The case of a little girl
(Laura Small) who was attacked and seriously
injured while she was collecting tadpoles at the
County Park is just one of many, many examples. And had it not been for the heroic efforts
by a passing hiker, the mountain lion would
have certainly eaten 5-yr. old Laura Small.
Subsequent to the mountain lion attack on
Laura Small, Orange County California
was hit with a $100-million dollar lawsuit.
After a long and very costly legal defense, the
County lost the lawsuit and ultimately settled
out of court for $1.5-million dollars… as a result of this outcome: Orange County Board of
Supervisors Chairman Harriett M. Wieder said
Thursday she fears the settlement establishes a
legal precedent that leaves the county “more
vulnerable for additional lawsuits.”
Actually, Supervisor Wieder’s statement was
short-sighted; the results of the Small lawsuit,
and others like it, have created a body of legal precedents. Such that other Counties in the
State and elsewhere will face even more difficult challenges in all such future litigations.
And these litigations have the ability to bankrupt smaller counties. The State of California’s
arguably negligent and reckless management
of mountain lions has created an ominous level
of potential financial liability for the Counties in the State… Any ‘hands-off’ policy
that mandates management action only after
People and/or their pets are injured or killed
is unacceptable given that statistical predictive
methods, based upon actual events, indicate
that; lions in close proximity to people leads
to increased risks of adverse interactions. And
even if these interactions were ‘rare’ as some
pro-lion activists claim, they are nonetheless
extremely costly when they do occur. The bottom-line is that Counties are saddled with all
the liability for the State’s mismanagement of
the lions, and are now facing the massive costs
for past and future litigations, while the State
looks the other way, and continues with the
same management practices.
To be continued...

m
onarch butterflies & monsanto
continued from page 4
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to protect the monarch butterfly and other pollinators. With
regard to pesticide exposure, EPA is looking holistically at
all herbicides, not only glyphosate, to determine the effects
on monarchs and resources critical to butterfly populations.”
The Xerces Society, however, maintains that—particularly
in the Midwest— “loss of milkweed…is primarily due to
the dramatic increase in the use of the herbicide Roundup™
(glyphosate), made possible by the mass-planting of Genetically Modified Herbicide Tolerant corn and soy.” Similar
chemicals are widely suspected of helping to decimate bee
populations. The organization also cites other environmental
risks. It argues that illegal logging has destroyed overwintering regions and replaced them with housing developments.
Further, it points out that “extreme weather events may be
negatively impacting monarchs in the eastern U.S. and low
monarch populations in California are correlated with years
of intense drought.” It attributes such extreme weather to
climate change. Natural threats, such as diseases, predators,
and parasites also contribute to the scarcity of butterflies, according to Xerces. In recent years, there has been a considerable effort to save the monarchs. At the end of last year, the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service pledged $3.2 million to help.
Last summer, environmental organizations filed a petition to
add monarch butterflies to the endangered species list. Only
two months before that, the White House established a “Pollinator Health Task Force” to focus on saving bees and other
increasingly endangered insects. Officials in Vermont are
eager to cultivate milkweed to aid the monarch population.
Further, with the USDA National Resources Conservation
Service, the Xerces Society has planted over 120,000 acres
of habitat for monarchs and other pollinators. Even in the
midst of apparent action, the monarch population remains
at high risk of near-extinction. While the efforts of various
organizations are well-intentioned and possibly even effective, the monarchs are unlikely to make a recovery unless
the major threat of glyphosate and Roundup’s toxicity is addressed—an unlikely scenario for a government entrenched
in the financial interests of its manufacturer.

MOM’S “I TOLD YOU” SO--AP!
By David N. Gooding

B

ear fat, hog lard, homemade lye, elbow grease and lots
of love. That’s Granny’s (great grandma Bessies’s)
secret recipe for---soap! It’s been passed down through
four generations and has landed right here at the Hayfork
farmer’s market. I met Darryl Howard and his “partner in
grime”, Ferne, last summer at the farmer’s market. Darryl
and Ferne have been making soap for four years. They sell
at the Hayfork and Weaverville farmer’s markets, Junction
City Music Festival and Trinity Gardens and the beauty
shop in Willow Creek. They explained that the bear fat
and hog lard has been replaced with coconut oil, palm oil,
olive oil, and food grade lye (sodium hydroxide). They
add fragrances like peach, pomegranate, desert sage, and
for us working folks, pumice to get out that deep ground
in dirt. Oh, and don’t forget the 100% love in every bar. It
says so, right on the label. Darryl told me the story of how
he and Ferne started making soap. His mom, Pat Howard,
was making and selling soap in Arizona. When Pat decided
it was time to retire, she asked Darryl if he was interested
in taking over the family soap making tradition. He said
no. Three times. Mom persisted. Darryl and Ferne finally
hopped in the car and made the trek to Arizona to learn how
to make Mom’s soap. All of the soap bars come in cute
little fabric bags, Ferne says, just to be different. I bought
a few bars of soap when I first met them. The next time I
saw him, I told Darryl that I didn’t want to use store bought
soap ever again. He replied “I told you so—ap!”
P.S. Darryl is a U.S. military veteran. Thanks for your
service to our country!

Game-Changing Study:
GMO Soy Accumulates
Carcinogenic Formaldehyde
GreenMedInfo
A groundbreaking new study reveals that GMO soy
accumulates the carcinogenic chemical formaldehyde, calling into question its safety and the notion
that GMOs are substantially equivalent to their conventional counterparts. A new study published today
in the peer-reviewed journal AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES reveals genetic engineering of soy disrupts
the plant’s natural ability to control stress, and invalidates the FDA’s current regulatory framework of
“substantial equivalence” used for approval of genetically engineered food (GMOs). The study, led by Dr.
V.A. Shiva Ayyadurai, Ph.D., an MIT-trained systems
biologist, utilizes his latest invention, CytoSolve,
a 21st century systems biology method to integrate
6,497 in vitro and in vivo laboratory experiments,
from 184 scientific institutions, across 23 countries, to
discover the accumulation of formaldehyde, a known
carcinogen, and a dramatic depletion of glutathione,
an anti-oxidant necessary for cellular detoxification,
in GMO soy, indicating that formaldehyde and glutathione are likely critical criteria for distinguishing the
GMO from its non-GMO counterpart. Dr. Ayyadurai
stated, “The results demand immediate testing along
with rigorous scientific standards to assure such testing is objective and replicable. It’s unbelievable such
standards for testing do not already exist. The safety
of our food supply demands that science deliver such
modern scientific standards for approval of GMOs.”
“The discovery reported by Dr. Ayyadurai reveals a
new molecular paradigm associated with genetic engineering that will require research to discover why,
and how much formaldehyde and glutathione concentration, and what other cellular chemicals relevant to
human and animal health, are altered. We need the
kinds of standards Dr. Ayyadurai demands to conduct
such research,” stated Dr. Ray Seidler, a former EPA
Senior Scientist. “Formaldehyde is a known class1
carcinogen. Its elevated presence in soybeans caused
by a common genetic engineering event is alarming
and deserves immediate attention and action from the
FDA and the Obama administration. Soy is widely
grown and consumed in the U.S., including by infants
fed baby food products, with 94% of soy grown here
being genetically engineered,” declared Seidler.
The study concludes the U.S. government’s current
standards for safety assessment of GMOs, based on
the principle of “substantial equivalence,” is outdated
and unscientific for genetically engineered food since
it was originally developed for assessing the safety
of medical devices in the 1970s. The current criteria
for assessing “equivalence” considers only basic nutritional and superficial characteristics such as taste,
sight, smell and touch, for declaring GMOs safe for
human consumption, allowing them to be fast-tracked
to market without independent scientific testing. If
formaldehyde and glutathione were criteria, then the
GMO would likely not be deemed “equivalent” to its
non-GMO counterpart. This finding calls into question the FDA’s food safety standards for the entire
country. The publication of the paper coincides with
release of a bulletin by the Obama Administration on
July 2, 2015, calling for “Improving Transparency
and Ensuring Continued Safety in Biotechnology.”
Ayyadurai shares, “This is not a pro- or anti-GMO
question. But, are we following the scientific method
to ensure the safety of our food supply? Right now,
the answer is ‘no’. We need to, and we can, if we engage in open, transparent, and collaborative scientific
discourse, based on a systems biology approach.”
www.globalresearch.ca

Why cannabis is the future of medicine

continued from pg 1

tightly restricted category reserved for
drugs which have “no currently accepted
medical use”. Opioids, stimulants, psychedelics and a few antidepressants now
populate this list of substances that can
put you in jail for possessing without a
prescription.
The notion that marijuana has no ‘medicinal benefits’ is preposterous, actually.
Since time immemorial it has been used as
a panacea (‘cure-all’). In fact, as far back
as 2727 B.C., cannabis was recorded in
the Chinese pharmacopoeia as an effective
medicine, and evidence for its use as a
food, textile and presumably as a healing agent stretch back even further, to 12
BC. [See Marijuana – The First Twelve
Thousand Years]
When it comes to cannabis’ medical applications, cannabis’ ‘healing properties’
is a loaded term. In fact, it is extremely
dangerous, as far as the medical industrial
complex goes, who has the FDA/FTC
to enforce it’s mandate: anything that
prevents, diagnoses, treats or cures a
disease must be an FDA approved drug
by law, i.e. pharmaceutical agents which
often have 75 or more adverse effects for
each marketed and approved “therapeutic”
effect.
Indeed, the dominant, drug-based medical system does not even acknowledge
the body’s healing abilities, opting for a
view that looks at most bodily suffering as
fatalistic, primarily genetically based, and
resulting from dysfunction in the mechanical design of a highly entropic ‘bag of
enzymes and proteins’ destined to suffer
along the trajectory of time.
And so, an at least two trillion dollar a
year industry stands between you and access to the disease alleviating properties of
this humble plant.
As Emerson said, “a weed is an herb
whose virtues have yet to be discovered,”
and yet, by this definition, cannabis is not
a weed, but given that is has been extensively researched and used for thousands of years for a wide range of health
conditions, it should be considered and
respected as a medicinal herb and food.
Sadly, the fact that the whole herb is nonpatentable is the main reason why it is still

Moreover, this plant’s therapeutic properties have been subdivided into the following 40+ pharmacological actions:
•Analgesic (Pain Killing)
•Neuroprotective
•Antispasmodic
•Anxiolytic
•Tumor necrosis factor inhibitor
•Anti-inflammatory
•Antiproliferative
•Apoptotic
•Chempreventive
•Antidepressive
•Antiemetic
•Bronchodilator
•Anti-metastatic
•Anti-neoplastic
•Antioxidant
•Cardioprotective
•Hepatoprotective
•Anti-tumor
•Enzyme inhibitor
doobieduck .com
•Immunomodulatory
•Anti-angiogenic
•Autophagy up-regulation
•Acetylocholinesterase inhibitor
•Anti-platelet
•Calcium channel blocker
•Cell cycle arrest
•Cylooxygenase inhibitor
•Glycine agents
•Immunomodulatory: T-Cell down-regulation
•Intracellular adhesion molecule-1 inducer
•Matrix mettaproteinase-1 inhibitor
•Neuritohgenic
•Platelet Aggregration Inhibito
•Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor A inhibitor
•Anti-apoptotic
•Anti-proliferative
•Anti-psychotic
•Antiviral
•Caspase-3 activation
•Chemosensitizer
•Immunosupressive agent
•Interleukin-6 upregulation
•Tumor suppressor protein p53 upregulation
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Thanks to modern scientific investigation, it is no longer considered strictly ‘theoretical’ that cannabis has a role to play in
medicine. There is a growing movement to wrench back control from the powers that be, whose primary objectives appear
to be the subjection of the human body in order to control the
population (political motives) — what 20th century French
philosopher Michel Foucault termed biopower — and not
to awaken true healing powers intrinsic within the body of all
self-possessed members of society.
Even the instinct towards recreational use – think of the
etymology: to re-create – should be allowed, as long as those
who choose to use cannabis instead of tobacco and alcohol
(and prescription drugs) do not cause harm to themselves or
others. How many deaths are attributed to cannabis each year
•Nausea
struggling to gain approval
versus these other societally approved recreational
•Neuropathy
from the powers that be.
•Obesity
agents? Not to mention prescription drugs, which are
Let’s look at the actual, vetted, •Phantom Limb
published and peer-reviewed •Spinal Cord Injuries the 3rd leading cause of death in the developed world?
And understanding the healing benefits of cannabis,
research – bullet proof, if we •Endotoxemia
•Myocardia Infarction how many deaths can be attributed to cannabis prohiare to subscribe to the ‘evibition each year?
dence-based’ model of medi- •Oxidative Stress
•Diabetes: Cataract
I think people need to be educated to the fact that
cine – which includes over
•Tremor
100 proven therapeutic actions •Cardiac Arrhythmias marijuana is not a drug. Marijuana is an herb and
a flower. God put it here. If He put it here and He
of this amazing plant, featur- •Fatigue
wants it to grow, what gives the government the
•Fulminant
Liver
Failure
ing the following:
•Low Immune Function right to say that God is wrong? ~ Willie Nelson
•Multiple Sclerosis
•Aging
Ultimately, the politics surrounding cannabis ac•Tourette Syndrome
•Alcohol Toxicity
•Pain
cess and the truth about its medicinal properties are
•Allodynia
•Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
•Arthritis: Rheumatoid so heavily a politicized issue that it is doubtful the
•Brachial Plexus Neuropathies
•Ascites
science itself will prevail against the distorted lens of
•Insomnia
•Atherosclerosis
media characterizations of it as a ‘dangerous drug’,
•Multiple Splasticity
•Diabetes Type 1
and certainly not the iron-clad impasse represented
•Memory Disorders
•High Cholesterol
•Social Anxiety Disorders
by federal laws against its possession and use. All we
•Liver Damage
•Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
•Menopausal Syndrome can do is to advocate for the fundamental rights we
•Inflammatory Bowel Disease
•Morphine Dependence all possess as free men and women, and our inborn
•Cancer
•Appetite Disorders
right towards self-possession, i.e as long as what we
•Opiate Addiction
•Auditory Disease
•Anorexia
do does not interfere with the choices and rights of
•Dystonia
•Bladder Dysfunction
•Epstein-Barr infections others, we should be free to use an herb/food/textile
•Bronchial Asthma
•Gynecomasia
that sprouts freely and grows freely from this earth, as
•Chemotherapy-induced Harm
•Hepatitis
God/Nature as freely made available.
•Constipation
•Intestinal permeability
“Why is marijuana against the law? It grows natu•Crack Addiction
•Leukemia
•Dementia
rally upon our planet. Doesn’t the idea of making
•Liver Fibrosis
•Fibromyalgia
nature against the law seem to you a bit… unnatu•Migraine Disorders
•Glaucoma
•Oncoviruses
ral?” ~ Bill Hicks
•Heroin Addiction
•Psoriasis
You can subscribe to GreenMedInfo.com’s free newsletter here:
•Lymphoma
•Thymoma
http://www.greenmedinfo.com/greenmed/newsletter

